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"INVENTION ABSTRACT"

IMPROVED IN-FLOW ACOUSTIC SENSOR

The invention relates generally to sensors for accurately measuring the acoustic

waves contained in a fluid flowing at subsonic, supersonic or transonic velocities in wind

tunnels.

The acoustic sensor 10 used in subsonic applications is most clearly shown in Fig.

3(A) as having a blunt shaped nose section 18 and as shown in Fig. 4(A) as having a

cavity 36 that receives and locates a microphone 24 at a distance 42 that corresponds

to 3 to 4 times the diameter (D) of the cylindrical section 20 of the sensor 10. The blunt

shape nose section 18 does not excite any instabilities in the fluid which it intecepts and

the cavity 36 advantageous places the microphone 24 at the freestream (undisturbed)

flow of fluid. The cooperation between the blunt shaped nose cone 18 and the

advantageous placement of the microphone 24 provides a sensor 10 for measuring

acoustic waves that is far superior to prior art acoustic sensors as manifested in Figs 6

and 7.

The acoustic sensor 10 embodies predetermined aeordynamic properties that are

lacking in prior art acoustic sensors. These aeordynamic properties are incorporated into

the sensors of the present invention so that not only fluids moving at subsonic velocities

may be accurately measured but also fluid moving at supersonic and transonic may be

measured. The overall benefits yielded by the present invention is to provide an acoustic

sensor for accurately measuring acoustic waves that are contained in all of the fluids

found in wind tunnels and that leads to the proper analysis of acoustic type

considerations.

Inventor: Christopher S. Allen

Employer: Sterling Software under contract

NAS2-13210, Task 243

Serial No.: 08/149,896

Filing Date: 11/10/93
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ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The invention described herein was made in the performance of work under

a NASA contract and is subject to the provision of Section 305 of the National Aeronautics

and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 (72 Star. 435;42 U.S.C. 2457).

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

5

A. Technical Field of Field of the Invention:

This invention relates to the field of measuring acoustic waves within a fluid

flow, and more particularly, to an acoustic sensor for measuring acoustic waves within a

fluid flow while at the same time having means to eliminate unwanted noise that would

otherwise interfere with the desired measurement and which noise is typically created by

the acoustic sensor being inserted into the fluid flow.

10

15

B. Description of the Prior Art:

In the field of measuring acoustic waves within fluid flows, it is important that

the insertion of a probe or sensor into the lluid flow does not unnecessarily disturb the

freestream value of the static pressure of the fluid. Freestream static pressure, which is

steady in time, Is the flow value of the fluid pressure in its undisturbed state. Acoustic

waves posses acoustic pressures which are not steady in time but rather are time variable

static pressures that increase and decrease about the, freestream static pressure.

Further, it is important that the measurement of the acoustic waves not be hindered by

any noise that may be created by the Insertion of the sensor into the fluid flow. It is
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desireableforthefreestreamstaticpressureto remainconstantbecauseanyvariationwill

be interpretedby the acousticsensorasnoise.

10

15

US Patent3,914,997('997) of Pinckneyissued October28, 1975,herein

Incorporatedby reference,disclosesa staticpressureprobeusedinsupersonicairflow

to measurethe staticandthe total pressureat the point of probeinsertion. The '997

patentdisclosesa probethatis smallerInsizerelativeto priorartdevices.Theprobeof

the'997patenthasthreeseparatesectionswhichallowtheflowto occurat approximately

thefreestreamstaticpressureat designatedpressureportsalongthelengthof tile probe

which are locatedapproximatelythree (3)probediametersas measureddownstream

fromthetip of theprobeitself. Theprobeof the '997 patentmeasuresfreestreamstatic

pressure(steadyin time)and totalpressure(steadyin time)but not acousticpressure

(waves)(timevarying). Theprobeof the '997patentis specificallydesignedfor usein

supersonicflow and may havedrawbackswhen used in wind tunnelsfor measuring

subsonicvelocities. A majorcontributorto thesedrawbacksis that eachof the three

separatesectionshas relativelysharpcornerswhichmorethan likelycreatenoisethat

hinderstheaccuratemeasurementsof acousticwaveswithinfluidsflowingat subsonic

velocities.

20

Accordingly,an object of the presentinventionis to provide a new and

improvedacousticsensorfor use in measuringacousticwaveswithina fluidflowingat

subsonicvelocities.
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Anotherob]ectof the presentinventionis to providea sensorthat maybe

insertedintothefluidflowwithoutunnecessrilydisturbingthefreestreamvalueof thefluid

staticpressure.

5

It is a furtherobjectof the presentinventionto providean acousticsensor

used for accuratelymeasuringacousticwaves within a fluid flow in the subsonic,

supersonic,or transonicvelocities.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present Invention is directed to a sensor used for measuring acoustic

waves that travel through a tluid of interest at subsonic, supersonic or transonic velocities.

10

15

The acoustic sensor comprises an axlsymmetric elliptical nose portion, a

straight-sided cylindrical section, and an Instrument for measuring unsteady pressure

fluctuations. The nose section has a tip on one of its ends and a transition point on its

other end. The straight-sided cylindrical section has a predetermined diameter (D), a

predetermined length (I), and has one of its ends connected to the transition point. The

instrument is located in the straight-sided cylindrical section in a cavity downstream from

the transition point at a distance of about 3-4 times the diameter (D) of the straight-sided

cylindrical section.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is composed of Figs. 1 (A) and I(B) which respectively illustrate a partial

side view and a rear view of a prior art acoustic sensor.

5

Fig. 2 is composed of Figs. 2(A), 2(B), and 2(C), wherein Figs. 2(A) and 2(B)

respectively illustrate portions of a prior art sensor and a sensor of the present invention,

and wherein Fig. 2(C) illustrates the static pressure distribution along the sensor of Fig

2(a).

Fig. 3 is composed of Figs• 3(A) and 3(B) which respectively illustrate a partial

side view and a rear view of the acoustic sensor of the present invention.

10 acoustic

Fig. 4 is composed of Figs. 4(A) and 4(B) illustrating further details of the

sensor of Fig. 3, in particularly, and more particularly, the Iocatition of its

microphone.

Fig. 5 is composed of Figs. 5(A) and 5(B) which respectively illustrate side and

rear views of a second sensor of the present invention used for measuring fluid flowing

in a wind tunnel at supersonic and transonic velocilies.

15 Fig. 6 illustrates a comparison of the noise associated with a prior art sensor

and the sensor of the present invention occurring during the noise measurement of fluid

flowing at a velocity of 160 knols.
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Fig. 7 illustrates a comparison of the noise associated wih a prior art sensor

and the sensor of the present invention occurring during the noise measurement of fluid

flowing at a velocity 200 knots.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

5

10

Referring to the drawings, wherein like reference numbers designate like

elements, there it is shown in Fig. 1 a prior art acoustic sensor 100 which may be first

described in order to more fully appreciate the acoustic sensor of the present invention.

In general, the prior art sensor 100 has poor aerodynamic properties and suffers from the

drawbacks of creating instabilities in the pressure of the fluid flowing past the tip of the

sensor 100. These instabilities create unstable states in the flow of fluid which degrades

the accuracy of measuring the acoustic waves traveling through this same flow.

15

2O

The prior art sensor 100 comprises a forebody 102, sometimes called a nose

cone, having a tip 102A and a shoulder 102B. The sensor 100 further comprised a

straight-sided cylindrical section 104 with a predetermined length 106(I). In actuality, the

straight cylindrical section 104 is the outside casing of a microphone. The sensor 100

has provisions for mounting the microphone, having a diaphragm 108 (not shown), for

measuring unsteady pressure fluctuations. As used herein, the term "straight-sided" is

meant to distinguish section 104 from the nose cone 102 having a "sharp" shape. The

section 104 is circular in cross section and has a diameter (D) and a center 110 both

shown in Fig. I(B), which Is a view taken along line I(B)-I(B) of Fig. I(A). The sensor

100 is symmetrical about its center or axis 110 as shown most clearly in Fig. I(A). The
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nose cone section 102, In particularly,tip 102Ais positionedto intercepta fluid flow

representedby boldarrow112.

10

15

In operation,the tip 102A,becauseof its relativelysharp,point shouldbe

accuratelyalignedto beparalleltotheflowoffluid.Thisis necessarybecauseevensmall

anglesof incidenceof thefluidinterceptingtheprobewillcreateinstabilitiesinto thefluid

beingmeasured.Further,theseInstabilitiesoccurwithinthegeneralregionof thescreen

114coveringacavity(notshown)wherethediaphragm108ofthemicrophoneis located.

Sincethecavityisopenedto thefluidflowbywayofthescreen,thestaticpressureinside

the cavity becomes equal to the static pressure of tt_e fluid flowing over the screen 114

and, thus, is subject to these produced instabilities. Furthermore, acoustic waves, now

subjected to these Instabilities, travel through the screen and into the fluid in the cavity

and thereby, excite the diaphragm 108 to produce an electrical signal that is proportional

to the acoustic waves traveling through the fluid being measured. However, such a

measurement is hindered by the noise, to be described hereinafter, created by the

instabilities produced by the Interception of the sharp tip 102A with the flowing fluid 112.

In addition to the sensitivity of the sensor 110 to small angles of incidence that create

instabilities, the location of the screen 114 of the sensor 110 also suffers drawbacks and

may be further described with reference to Fig. 2.

2O

Fig. 2 is composed of Figs. 2(A), 2(B) and 2(C), wherein Figs. 2(A) and 2 (B)

respectively illustrate the essential elements of the prior art sensor' 100 and the sensor 10

of the present invention, and wherein Fig 2(C) shows the static pressure distribution along

the length of the sensor 10 and illustrates such static pressure by means of an
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UnfavorablePressureGradientregion12,a Recoveryregion14,anda Freestreamvalue

16. Althoughthe pressuredistributionalongthesensor100is differentthanthat shown

in Fig. 2(C),prlmarilybecauseof its sharptip 102A, for the purposeof illustration,a

simultaneousreviewof Figs.2(A)and2(C)will revealthatthescreen114of thepriorart

sensor100is not locatedat uppercaseFreestreamvalue16buthas a staticpressure

thatis eitherhigheror lowerthantheuppercaseFreestreamvalue16. Aswillbe further

discussedwith referenceto Figs.6 and 7, such a locationof screen 114 causes

inaccuratemeasurementoftheacousticwavesflowingthroughthefluiddueto highlevels

of backgroundnoisecreatedby the sharptip 102A. Thepresentinventioneliminates

suchdisadvantagesand maybe furtherdescribedwith referenceto Fig.3.

15

Ingeneral,and as to be further described, the acoustic sensor 10 of Fig. 3 has

proper aerodynamic properties such that it has the advantageous features such that its

insertion into a fluid flow does not excite instabilities in the fluid flow or the microphone

diaphragm, its blunt shaped nose section is relatively insensitive to small angles of

incidence normally created by a non-parallel insertion of the sensor into the flow of the

fluid or to turbulent fluctuation of the fluid, its static pressure at its point of measurement

(location of its microphone diaphragm), is stable, and the performance of its

measurement occurs before any large build up in the boundary layer of the flowing fluid

is allowed.

2O The acoustic sensor 10 comprises a nose section 18'having a blunt tip 18A

and a shoulder 18(B), a straight-sided cylindrical section 20, a transition point 22 where

the shoulder 12B mates with the straight-sided cylindrical section 20, a microphone with
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adiaphragm24 (notshown),anda screen26comprisinga screenmaterialcoveringthe

entranceto the microphonediaphragm24. Themicrophonemaybeof a condensoror

electrettype or any other type of instrumentthat producesan electricsignal that is

proportionalto theacousticwavestravelingthroughthfluidflow. Further,thescreenmay

beof acontinousmaterialandattachedto thecylindricalsection20insucha mannerso

asto sealthe enclosedmicrophonediaphragm24allowingthe microphonediaphragm

24,a wellas the sensor10, to besubmergedIn a liquidfluid.

10

As beenseenin Fig.3(B),whichis a viewtakenalongline3(B)-3(B)of Fig.

3(A), the straight-sidedcylindricalsection20 preferablyhas a circularshapein cross

sectionhavingapredetermineddiameter(D)andacenteror axis28whichisshownmost

clearlyinFig.3(A). Theterm"straight-sided"is usedhereinto distinguishsection20from

the"blunt"shapedtip 18Aof sensor10. Thesensor10issymmetricalabouttheaxis28

anditscylindricalsection20hasapredeterminedlength30 (I)thatstartsat thetransition

point 22and continuesto theotherend (notshown)of the cylindricalsection20.

15

2O

The nose section18,whichmaybe eitherhollowor solid,is positionedto

intercepta flow of fluid,representedby arrow32,and preferablyhas a shapeincross

sectiondefinedby of an ellipsewiththemajoraxisof theellipsebeingalongtheaxisof

symmetry28. The ellipsepreferablyhas an eccentricityof about four (4), and hasa

minor axishavinga lengthpreferablyequalto the predetermineddiameter(D)of the

cylindricalsection20. The transitionpoint 22 is at a Iocatior_where the sensor 10

transitionsfrom a curvedsurfaceat the shoulder18Bto the straight-sidedcylindrical

portion20. This transitionpoint 22maybe definedby havingthe firstderivativesof a
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geometricequationsof the ellipticalnose section18 and the straight-sidedcylindrical

portion20set equalto eachother.

Alternatively,insteadof usinganellipse,anarrangement of fresnel curves 34,

shown in phantom, may be used to construct a transition from the nose section 18 to the

cylindrical section 20. With such an arrangement 34, the transition point 22 may be

defined by having the second derivatives of the geometrical equations of the fresnel

curves 34 and the straight-sided cylindrical section 20 set equal to each other. In any of

these embodiment, the selection of the proper transition point insures that the surface of

the acoustic sensor 10 is a smooth and continuous so as to not introduce nor magnify,

as little as possible, any instability that may already be present in the fluid flow.

Furthermore, the material of the sensor 10 is selected to produce a smooth surface

having a low coefficient of friction. The acoustic sensor 10 because of its nose section

18 does not excite any instabilities In the fluid flow, represented by arrow 32, and because

of its location of its screen 26, its microphone diaphragm 24 is not effected by any

unstable pressures when measuring the acoustic wave flowing through the fluid. Both

of these features may be further described with reference back to Fig. 2.

2O

With regard to Fig. 2, Figs. 2(B) and 2(C) are related to the acoustic sensor

10 and Fig. 2(C) has a Y coordinate showing the static pressure on the sensor 10 and

an X coordinate (also corresponds to the X coordinate of Fig. 2(B)) showing the variation

of the static pressure along the distance of the sensor 10. As seen In Fig. 2(C), the static

pressure on the sensor 10 is segmented into the three (3) regions previously mentioned:
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(1) theUnfavorablePressureGradientregion12;(2)theRecoveryregion14;and (3)the

Freestreamvalue16.

5

10

15

2O

In general,the surfaceof the acousticsensor10,inparticular,nosecone18

is selectedso thatthefluidthatit interceptscloselyclings(sometimescalled attaching")

to the tip 18Awithout producingvorticesor fluctuatingdisturbancesthat propagate

downstream. The disturbancesare not producedeven at small angles of incidence

between the fluid and the intercepting tip 18A. The flow intercepting the nose cone 18

advantageously remains attached to the surface of the sensor 10 as it accelerates around

the tip 18A and follows the contour of the remaining surface of sensor 10. As the fluid

flow passes the shoulder 18B, In particular the transition point 22, the velocity of the flow

decreases and static pressure increases, creating the Unfavorable Pressure Gradient

region 12 where the flow is in an unstable state, and, accordingly, small fluctuations in the

flow may be amplified and produce relatively large fluctuations downstream. Without the

benefits of the present invention, turbulence or even separation of the fluid may occur in

this region 12. The transition of the sensor's 10 surface from curved (shoulder 18B) to

straight (cylindrical portion 20) also occurs in this region 12 and the surface of the sensor

10 associated with this region 12 is made as smooth as possible in the present invention

so as to avoid introducing any instabilities. When the flow reaches the constant diameter

section (starting at transition point 22) the pressure slightly over shoots (shown by

Recovery region 14) the Freestream value 16 and then settles down and becomes stable

at the Freestream value 16. This process is called recovery and is also associated with

a static pressure gradient on a surface of the nose cone 18.
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From Figs. 2(B) and 2(C), it is seen that the cross-overpoint from the

UnfavorablePressureGradientregion 12 to the Recoveryregion 14 occurs at the

transitionpoint22of sensor10. FurthermorefromFigs.2(B)and 2 (C), it is seen that the

acoustic sensor 10 locates the screen 26, which is the point of measuring the acoustic

waves traveling through the flow, at neither the Unfavorable Pressure Gradient region 12

nor the Recovery region 14, but rather at a location where the Freestream value 16 exists.

At this Freestream value 16, the acoustic pressures are extremely small in comparison

with the static pressure. Since this is true, even small changes in the static pressure

would contaminate the quality of the acoustic slgnal being measured by sensor 10.

Furthermore, it is important that this measurement of the acoustic waves traveling in the

fluid occur as quickly as possible after the Recovery region 14, so that the boundary layer

of the fluid flow does not have a chance to grow and introduce large amounts of

turbulence noise into the measurement system. After the flow has stabilized, the flow is

directed to the screen 26 covering a cavity where the microphone diaphragm 24 is

located. As previously mentioned, since the cavity is opened, the static pressure inside

the cavity equals the static pressure of the flow over the screen. Acoustic waves travel

through the screen, enter the cavity and excites the diaphragm 24 to produce the

electrical signal that is proportioned to the acoustic signal. Unlike prior art devices, the

electric signal now developed is substantially free of any noise and, thus, is an accurate

measurement of the acoustic waves flowing in the fluid. The desired location of the screen

26 and the microphone diaphragm 24 may be further described with reference to Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 is composed of Figs. 4(A) and (B), wherein Fig. 4(A) shows the screen

26 as being located behind a tllreaded cavity 36 having a shoulder 38 which preferably
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encirclesthe circumference40 of one endof the acousticsensor 10. The cavity36,

shoulder38, andcircumference40arefurthershownIn Fig.4(B),whichIsa viewtaken

alongline4(B)-4(B)of Fig.4(A). ]-hecavity36 servesas thehousingfor receivingthe

screen/cavity which is thenfixedin positionrelativeto the microphonediaphragm24.

Thescreen/cavitywhichis thenconnectedto thestraight-sidedcylindricalsection20has

a relateddiameter(D)which,in turn,is interrelatedto thelength30 (I) andto the desired

locationof the screen26. Moreparticularly,as shownin Fig.4(A), the screen26 is

locatedalong the length 30 downstream from the transition point 20 at a distance 42 that

corresponds to a range of between 3 to 4 times the diameter (D) of the cylindrical setion

20. The placement of the screen 26 at this distance 42 eliminates the presence of

unwanted noise during the measurement of the acoustic waves. The arrangement 10

shown in Fig. 4(A) Is particularly suited for measurement of subsonic flow, whereas, the

arrangement of a sensor 44 is particularly suited for measurement of supersonic flow and

is shown in Fig. 5.

15

2O

The sensor 44 embodies many of the elements of sensor 10 and uses like

reference numbers to Indicate this comrnonality. Sensor 44 is different than sensor 10

in that it has a nose cone 46 which has a relatively sharp tip 46A and, unlike sensor 10,

its shoulder 46B is also sharply tapered. The sharp tip 46A and sharply tapered shoulder

46B accommodate the sensor 46 to allow for its non-disturbing insertion into subsonic

and also into transonic fluid flow, whereas its other elements sharply reduces the noise

that might otherwise effect the measurement of the acoustic waves contained in the flow

of the fluid.
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In the practice of this Invention, comparative testing was performed relative to

the prior art acoustic sensor 100 shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2(A) and the sensor 10 of the

present invention. The results of the testing are illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7, wherein Fig.

6 shows the comparison data of the flow noise occurring at a velocity 160 knots in a wind

tunnel, and Fig. 7 shows the flow noise occurring at a velocity of 200 knots in a wind

tunnel. Both Figs. 6 and 7 have a X axis, given in frequency per hertz (Hz) as shown,

whereas Fig. 6 has a Y axis showing the level (Lp) of noise, given in decibel (dB)

referenced to 20t_pa, and, similarly, Fig. 7 has a Y axis showing the level (Lp) of noise,

given In dB referenced to 20/_pa.

10 Fig. 6 shows two plots 48 and 50 which are respectively representative of the

results obtained by the use of the present Invention (sensor 10) and the results obtained

by the use of the prior art (sensor 100). As seen in Fig. 6, high levels of peak-like noise

of plot 50 occur in the range of from about 10,000-80,000 Hz, whereas plot 48 is devoid

of any high-level peak-like noise.

15

2O

Fig. 7 is similar to Fig. 6 and shows plots 52 and 54 which are respectively

indicative of the results obtained from the use of acoustic sensor 10 of the present

invention and those obtained by the use of the prior art acoustic sensor 100. As seen

in Fig. 7, the plot 54 has high levels of discrete frequency noise in the range of about

20,000-80,000 Hz, whereas the plot 52 shows relatively low noise levels throughout its plot

and is devoid of any high level noise peaks.
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In additionto thebackgroundnoisereductionasevidencedby Figs.6 and7,

the sensor10of the presentinventionhasalsobeenwitnessedto reducethe levelsof

broadbandbackgroundnoisebelow2QkHz.

5

10

It shouldnowbeappreciatedthepracticeofthepresentinventionprovidesan

acousticsensor 10that is insertableintoa flowingfluidto measuretheacousticwaves

therein. Aftersuch insertion,the operationof the sensorallowsa staticpressureof the

fluidflowto seekand returnto itsfreestreamvalueandstabilizesothatno disturbances

are present at diaphragm of the microphoneto mistakenly cause inaccurate

measurementsof the acousticwaves flowinginto the fluid. Further,it should be

appreciatedthatthe presentinventionalsoprovidesfor a sensor10 that need not be

concernedwith the errorscreatedby smallanglesof incidencethathaveplaguedprior

art devices.



ABSTRACT

An acoustic sensor for measuring acoustic waves contained in fluid flow

flowing over the sensor. The acoustic sensor reduces any unwanted self-noise

associated with the flowing fluid by providing a nose cone having proper aerodynamic

properties and by positioning the diaphragm of a microphone of the sensor at a location

where any unwanted noise is at a relatively low level. The nose cone has a rounded,

blunt or even sharp tip neither of which creates any major disturbances in the flowing fluid

which it intercepts.
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